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A word from
the mediator
ONLINE VIDEO

The EDF group mediation accompanies changes in society and the
economic context of the time. This evolution is brought about by
three main factors. Firstly, the emergence of new players in the
domain of amicable settlement of disputes. Next comes the definition
of the regulatory framework for consumer mediation, specifying the
obligations of mediators and professionals. Last, but not least, there is a
growing demand for amicable settlement of disputes, in a world in which
communication between two parties is no longer a given. Mediation is
certainly an increasingly well known method, but it can be confused with
others. We should therefore remind ourselves of its principles, values and
guarantees.

ONLINE VIDEO

© EDF

ALAIN BRIÈRE
EDF Group Mediator

Instructions for use: to see the available interactive content, click on the icons.
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EDF group mediation
in 2017
I AM DEDICATED TO
DEFENDING THE INTERESTS
OF BUSINESS MEDIATION,
BUT ALSO TO ENCOURAGING
THE EXCHANGE OF GOOD
PRACTICES BETWEEN
MEDIATORS.

For the parties involved in a dispute, whatever the activity sector
concerned, mediation above all offers an extraordinary scope for
freedom and fairness. Since it is free, confidential and open to all,
everyone is free to use it, bring it to an end at any time, “move outside
of the framework” to find a fair solution, choose whether or not to
accept the mediator's recommendations or go to court if unsuccessful.
In terms of consumption, use of this remedy is regulated by the Order
of 20 August 2015 relating to the extrajudicial settlement of consumer
disputes, which came into force on 1st January 2016, and the guarantees
it presents are controlled by the Consumer mediation assessment and
control commission.
Registered on the list of consumer mediators since 8 April 2016, I was notified
by the European Commission. At this time, I provided all assurances of my
independence, my competence and the compliance of my services with the
requirements of the new regulatory system.

© EDF - WILLIAM BEAUCARDET

Appointed President of the European Energy Mediators Group (EEMG) by my peers,
I am dedicated to defending the interests of business mediation, but also to encouraging
the exchange of good practices between mediators.
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A changing practice
MORE EFFECTIVE WAYS
TO PROCESS APPLICATIONS
REQUIRES ADJUSTMENTS
TO BE MADE. IN 2017, THIS
TOOK SEVERAL FORMS.

Implemented at the end of the 1990s, the EDF group mediation has proven experience, as demonstrated
by the recognition of its effectiveness by stakeholders, in particular by applicants. However, the quest
for more effective ways to process applications requires adjustments to be made on a daily basis.
In 2017, this took several forms:
>

a review of the processes with regard to the regulatory requirements,

> a


reshaping of the IT system to facilitate applications, entry to mediation for applicants and
communication between the parties to the dispute,

> f
 ruitful

exchanges between the members of the mediator’s team, in order to capitalize on the more
technical aspects of the disputes encountered and to harmonize practices,

>	
numerous
> t
 raining

contacts and dialogues with parties to the disputes, themselves sources of questioning ,

undertaken by the mediator and its staff,

>	
numerous

interviews with other mediators, in particular with mediators who are members of the
Club of Public Services Mediators. This communication takes place at all levels, between the mediators
themselves, but also between members of their respective teams, in particular via cross-team immersion. There
is also communication with the members of the EEMG, who also share problems specific to energy providers,

>	
the collection of opinion questionnaires, sent to applicants after closure of their case and giving them the opportunity

to present their experience regarding the handling of their dispute, in particular through specific comments which frequently
accompany the responses.
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Lessons of 2017
Over the past year, the mediation activity reached record levels,
with 5,270 applications, an increase of nearly 10% compared to 2016.
This phenomenon, which can be explained in particular by difficulties to
obtain the handling of complaints at entry level, confirms that the use
of mediation is better known. It also emphasizes the fact that efforts
still need to be made to ensure that its principles and its conditions
for access are known. Furthermore, the interpretation of the increased
number of applications must be offset by the considerable decrease
(-11%) of admissible cases, due to a better handling of complaints by the
appeal bodies.
Although consumer mediation still represents a large majority of the activity
of the EDF group mediator, the Group remains extremely attentive to other
forms of mediation. Indeed, the outcome of these disputes, sometimes with
tens of millions of euros at stake, may have a significant impact on the fate
of applicant companies, in particular for SMEs. Lastly, my mission also forms part
of a procedure to ensure progress for the divisions and subsidiaries of the Group.
Based on the applications sent to me, I issue warnings and recommend improvements
for their directors, the relevance and effectiveness of which are measured in their rate
of conversion to action plan.
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MY MISSION ALSO FORMS
PART OF A PROCEDURE TO
ENSURE PROGRESS FOR THE
DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES
OF THE GROUP.
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Mutual trust and humanization
of relationships
My general recommendation last year related to “benevolence”. I repeat that here and, as a “trusted
third party”, I would also advise mutual trust. If mediation is proving ever more successful, it is also
because it is a tool for regaining trust. It is essential for all relationships, and that includes contractual
relationships.
This relationship of trust requires greater transparency, and respect for the values shown by
the Group. It also applies to the various stakeholders, in particular the supplier and the distributor, and
must result in better coordination and greater fluidity. In most of the disputes observed, the customer
feels trapped, victim of a failure to listen, inertia and misunderstandings between the supplier and
the distributor. So many incidents which slip away from them when, as a subscriber to a contract with
a supplier, they expect it to be dealt quickly and efficiently, and followed up on.

© EDF - JANIN AGNES

The other recommendation, and one which I aim at all divisions and subsidiaries, is to take care to protect
human relationships, in a world which is increasingly digitalized. The digital divide exists, I see the proof of that
every day. If the share of online applications for my services is slowly reaching cruising speed, that is also because
part of the population feels distraught when it comes to electronic devices. Without the need for caricature,
because this is the reality, a letter written on a page of a student’s notebook is often much more explicit than three
lines quickly fired off on a Smartphone. This human relationship requires education and support in a changing world.
The required changes towards a digital world must not be a source of further divides for the most vulnerable who, on the
contrary, need human relationships and benevolence more than ever.
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Promote corporate mediation and develop
commercial mediation

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Fruitful exchanges with consumer associations
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30

© EDF

1st half-year

29

Jan

May

Maintaining trust with consumer associations
Every year is marked by meetings between the EDF
group mediator and the consumer associations.

Customer relations working
towards continuous improvement
for Sowee

3rd edition of the Video chat

Sowee, a subsidiary of the EDF group created on 13 October 2016, is both
an innovative services offer and a hub. Its connected station and its dedicated
application help to control energy consumption, and are used to control
connected objects in the home.
Representing all subsidiaries of the Group, Alain BRIÈRE was invited, along with
his team, to present the processes for the handling of complaints and disputes,
as well as to learn about Sowee's activities. Its directors pointed out that the
small number of complaints registered were taken into account to improve their
offer. This customer relations philosophy, based on calm discussions, echoes the
recommendation of the mediator, for whom mutual trust is a priority area for
improvement for the EDF group and its subsidiaries. To date, the mediator has
in fact received no applications concerning Sowee.

The 3rd edition of the Video chat, organized
by the EDF Residential customers market
division and dedicated to the handling of
complaints was a great success, as shown
by the 285 connections to the video, for
an average of 32 minutes each. During live
discussions with the consumer associations,
Alain Brière provided a reminder of the scope
of his role and gave his recommendations for
2017, before answering questions, mainly
relating to the Linky smart meter, tariff
changes and disputes relating to photovoltaic
installations.

When expressing his wishes for 2017 to the consumer
associations, Alain Brière asserted his independence
from the EDF group, confirmed in 2016, with
his appointment as consumer mediator and the
transfer of his team to avenue Percier in Paris.
Following his presentation of the Group's
annual mediation report, Alain BRIÈRE invited
the associations in May to visit the Game exhibition,
video games through time, offered by the Group
Foundation.
With the video chat, these events represent
opportunities for discussions on regulatory
changes in consumer protection and on consumer
mediation, in a collaborative setting to work
towards a shared goal: customer satisfaction.
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2nd half-year

22

20

Sept

June
Develop commercial mediation with the
Group Purchasing Division
Initiated in 2010, the collaboration between the
Group Purchasing Division and the EDF group
mediator has already led to highly positive results,
starting with the inclusion, in 2011, of the mention
of application to the mediator in the general
purchasing terms and conditions.
The regulations themselves are moving in this
same direction: article 142 of decree no. 2016-360
dated 25 March 2016 on public markets therefore
establishes the application to company mediators
or to advisory committees for the amicable
settlement of disputes relating to public markets
under the conditions established by decree.
This confidential mediation aims to maintain
and smooth commercial relations and lead
to settlement agreements. In seven years,
some twenty supplier cases have been
processed by the EDF group mediator.

Mediation and arbitration on
the agenda for the 3rd Contract
Management morning

Company mediation on air

Through its contribution to the implementation
of the EDF group’s industrial strategy and to the
control of its costs, Contract Management has
a support role, established in 2012 to ensure
the correct execution of contracts. During
this exchange session, Contract Management
discussed the differences between the two
methods of amicable resolution of disputes,
mediation and arbitration. The audience also
heard the account of a successful mediation,
and the presentation of the role and the
missions of the Group mediator.

The daily radio broadcast Midi Magazine dedicated its daily edition to
mediation and its benefits for the company. This system, increasingly
recognized in France, was implemented by the EDF group in 1999. For this
reason, Alain BRIÈRE was invited to join Christine LAMOUREUX, director of
the French Mediation Institute, to talk about his experience.
Both speakers confirmed that changes in society were encouraging
communication in the presence of a third party, to the detriment of direct
communication. Faced with this complication in human relationships,
mediation remains a preferred method for healing broken links, to the mutual
benefit of both parties. Questioned on the conditions for the success of his
mission, Alain BRIÈRE emphasized the fundamental aspect of independence
and impartiality.
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12stndhalf-year
half-year

28

The Consumer Mediation
Assessment and Control
Commission (CECMC)

Sept

Consisting of 18 members magistrates, consumer representatives
and representatives of employers’
organizations - this Commission assesses
and references consumer mediators.

1st workshop of the Club of Public
Services Mediators
>	
the

strengthening of controls applied to professionals with
regard to their obligation to inform consumers of the possibility
of recourse to the competent consumer mediator in the event
of a dispute. On this point, professionals have drawn attention
to the relative novelty of the regulatory framework and the need
to give companies time to comply effectively, by suggesting, for
example, to provide a reminder of the law before issuing the
fines established by the texts.
All participants wish that the legislator will not take any further
measures, hoping that the existing system and framework remain
in their current form until sufficiently justified feedback allows
a possible modification of the law to improve the processes.

It ensures their compliance with the
requirements of the consumer code,
and respect for the values of quality,
independence and competence by
which they are bound in order to certify
the best protection for consumers.
This supervisory role can lead the
commission to interview a mediator
again if a doubt remains over the
practice of their activity, or to refine
their reference criteria.
As a guarantor of the credibility of
consumer mediation, the CECMC
therefore prevents any discrepancy in
the trust contract which binds it to the
mediator.

© EDF

Two years after the regulatory framework for consumer mediation
came into force, the Club of Mediators has chosen “expectations
with regard to consumer mediation” as the subject of its first
workshop. The following stakeholders could share their points of
view:
>	
mediators, represented in particular by Jean-Pierre Teyssier,
president of the Club of Public Services Mediators,
>	
professionals, including Claire Baratelli, representative of the
Movement of French Enterprises (MEDEF) and member of the
CECMC (see the box opposite),
>	
consumers, with the presence of Hervé Mondange, representative
of the Consumer Workers’ Force Association (AFOC), and also
a member of the CECMC.
The outcome of the workshop is generally positive. Reporting the
approval of 40 consumer mediators, 12 of whom are members
of the Club of Public Services Mediators, it nonetheless reveals
forthcoming projects:
>	
the need to expand to certain economic sectors not yet covered,
>	
the continued deployment of the control processes of the
CECMC,
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2nd half-year

ONE OF THE FEATURES OF GAZPAR INVOLVES MAKING
AVAILABLE TO THE CONSUMER, IN A PERSONAL AND
SECURE AREA, THE DAILY DATA FOR THEIR HOME.

17

13 & 14

Oct
© EDF

Oct

A mediation course in Paris
Specializing in mediation advice, conflict
management and training, the French
Mediation Institute (IFM) organized its first
mediation course in Paris. The interventions
and debates brought together, among
others, Claude Monnier, HR Director of
Sony Music, Jacques Salzer, renowned
specialist on the subject, and Alain Brière.
Having come to share his experience as
an independent and neutral trusted third
party in disputes, the EDF group mediator
explained to the audience the many benefits
of amicable solutions for both the applicant
and the company.

GRDF introduces Gazpar to the EDF group
mediator
The GRDF Customer Relations Department managers
welcomed the Engie group mediator, Jean-Pierre
Hervé and Alain Brière. During this day of discussions,
GRDF introduced its organization, its activities and its
challenges, including the roll-out of the Gazpar smart
meter. After a pilot phase in 2016, its roll-out began on
2 May 2017. By the end of the year, 440,000 units had
already been installed.
This roll-out is due to continue until 2022, by then
11 million meters and 15,000 hubs will be installed.
One of the features of Gazpar involves making available
to the consumer, in a personal and secure area, the
daily data for their home. They can then monitor and
manage their daily consumption, comparing it with
similar profiles.
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2nd half-year

The European Energy
Mediators Group (EEMG)
Created in 2007, the EEMG is an
association bringing together the
mediators of European energy
providers such as Engie and EDF
in France, Engie Electrabel in
Belgium, Edison in Italy, EDP in
Portugal, Endesa in Spain, E.ON in
the Czech Republic and in Sweden,
and Vattenfall in Sweden.
The EEMG works to structure
exchanges on good practices,
based on its knowledge of how
companies work in the sector. It
also formulates recommendations
inspired by its knowledge of
the issues. All of these actions
contribute to the smooth running
of the energy market.
The EEMG defends and promotes
company mediation in the energy
sector with European bodies.
As such, it was present at the
9th Citizens’ Energy Forum in
London on 21 June 2017, to discuss
evolutions in the energy market
and the interest in mediation for
disputes relating to consumption
and consumer protection.

14

11

Nov

Dec

Smart Meters: European mediators discuss
their good practices in Brussels

Ongoing training for the EDF group mediator and its team

Chaired by Alain Brière, the annual EEMG meeting (see box
opposite) was held on the premises of EDF's European Affairs
Division in Brussels. Smart meters were on the agenda.
Mediator members reported on the roll-out of the meters in
their respective countries, their deployment and the various
related disputes, along with their advantages for consumers,
on the one hand, and for companies on the other.
The day continued with the presentation of a procedure
specific to Italy, the conciliation chamber, by the Edison
representative. To conclude the event, Constantina Filiou,
representative of the DG for Energy of the European
Commission, welcomed the guidance on the best possible
choices provided to consumers by company mediators,
a highly-specific added value of their mission.

Mediation requires specific professional skills in order to ensure that highquality and effective mediators are available for applicants.
Although the company mediator has proven experience in the techniques and
processes of its business sector, it is nonetheless important to stay informed
about the subjects involved in disputes, and to train on emerging subjects
liable to arise in mediation.
The Club of Public Services Mediators therefore contributes to the ongoing
training of mediators and members of their respective teams. The EDF group
mediator therefore took part in the conference organized on the subject of
“Mediation and data protection”. Likewise, the EDF group mediation was also
represented in the “Mediation from a legal viewpoint” conference.
The training proposed by the Club of Public Services Mediators, in collaboration
with the IGPDE (Institute for Public Management and Economic Development),
on the basics of mediation, was also followed by the EDF group mediator and
each member of its team.
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4,804 applications addressed to the EDF

© EDF - JEAN-LIONEL DIAS

EASY ACCESS TO
MEDIATION

group mediator, a drop of roughly 3% compared
to 2015.

28% of cases were admissible, exactly the
same percentage as in the previous year.
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#1

#2 #3

© EDF - PATRICE NORMAND

THE 3 STEPS
FOLLOWED BY
AN APPLICATION

Regardless of the method chosen to lodge the application
(by post or online), if the application is admissible, the
applicant can access a secure area on the mediator's
Internet portal to exchange views on its case and track its
handling in real time.

#1 - Admissibility of applications

Inadmissibility and redirection

If the applicant has received a response from the appeal body
or if no response has been forthcoming for two months from
the applicant’s first complaint, the case is deemed admissible.
The applicant is generally notified thereof between 48 hours and
three weeks.
Otherwise, the inadmissibility decision and the grounds for rejection
of the application are communicated to the applicant (see box
Inadmissibility and redirection).
In accordance with the agreement signed on 22 December 2015 by
the EDF group mediator and the national energy ombudsman,
an applicant who has referred his case simultaneously to both of
them must choose one or the other to handle his case.

The following applications are declared
inadmissible:
> t hose that are beyond the remit

of the EDF group mediator,

> t hose that are under investigation

by a court or already judged,

> t hose that are manifestly groundless

or unjustified,

> t hose that are under investigation

or already investigated by a mediator,

> those for which the initial written

complaint was filed with the company’s
services more than one year ago.

In this situation, or if not processed by
the appeal body, the application is then
redirected to the EDF division or subsidiary
concerned, which has 30 days to respond.
Failing this, the mediator initiates
investigation of the application.
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APPLICATIONS REFERRED TO THE
MEDIATOR BY GENERATORS OF
PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRICITY

CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS

2017 INDICATORS

4,006

4,983

4,801

3,718

3,433

4,804

3,600

3,465

2013

4,079

ADMISSIBLE CASES: TYPOLOGY OF APPLICANTS

customers

9 % Companies
and professionals

1 % Property
managers

86

Redirected
cases

839

89
%
Residential

+ 2 % in the share of

applications from residential
customers compared to 2016

- 24 % in the number

of admissible cases from
business market customers
(- 50% of applications from
property managers), for which
the share nonetheless remains
stable

2012

1,279

2013

1,368

2014

NS Service
providers and
subcontractors

2015

1,339

2016

1,191

Admissible
cases

2017

2014

56

The number of admissible cases remains stable, coming particularly from Guadeloupe,
Martinique and Reunion Island.

BY EDF-SEI CUSTOMERS

Admissible
cases

producers

1,383

- 18% of applications received by the mediator concerning EDF SEI in 2017.

6

4

1 % Electricity

69

3
Admissible
cases

53

2013

6
Admissible
cases

5
Admissible
cases

Admissible
cases

73

2014

90

2015

Number of
admissible
cases

2016

74

>

CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF
APPLICATIONS CONCERNING
SUBSIDIARIES

2015

78

Number of
redirected
cases

2016

Access to mediation

2017

62

11

cases
admissible,
6 fewer than
in 2016

2017

Électricité de Strasbourg (ES)
EDF EnR

3

2014		
2

6

5

2015		

2016		

2017

1

1

2

8
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I n the insular territories (Corsica, Guadeloupe,
Martinique, Guiana, Reunion Island, St. Pierre
and Miquelon), EDF is represented by the
Insular Energy Systems Division (SEI), which is
in charge of all public service electricity activities:
generation, distribution and sales.

2013		
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4%

INTERMEDIARIES IN ADMISSIBLE
CASES (AS %)

2%

94% of applications referred to the mediator
are made directly by applicants (+ 4%).

Defender of Rights and
their delegates in the regions

Judicial conciliators

We would like to send both you and the
EDF Mediator our sincere thanks for your
benevolence, your help and your effective
action on this dispute, which could
not have been resolved without your
intervention.

12 %

Lawyers, notaries, bailiffs

25 %

Consumer organizations

22 %

77%

Insurance companies
(legal protection)

(+ 3 points compared to 2016)

66 %

of disputes end with the partial or
total satisfaction of the applicant

Others (family members,
company mediation
departments, social
workers)

30%

(+ 6 points compared to 2016)
end with total satisfaction

98%

BREAKDOWN OF ADMISSIBLE CASES BY DISPUTED AMOUNT (AS A %)

of the mediator’s recommendations
are implemented

1,823 euros: the average amount in dispute, is 10% less compared to 2016.
0
2014

50

3

2015

7

2016

4

2017

5

150

500

1,000

2,000

5,000

5 ,000

58%

of investigated cases led to an amicable
agreement between the parties

7

18

18

24

21

9

9

16

17

20

18

12

consider the mediator’s
intervention useful

19

20

21

19

12

68%

18

23

19

6
9

VERBATIM
ACCOUNT

15

10

Dear EDF mediator, I am writing to
you as I have received the letter from
the sales director stipulating that my
overexpenditures would be regularized.
However, I would like to thank you
personally for having contributed to the
regularization of the case. THANK YOU.

58%

would recommend to their acquaintances
to refer their case to the mediator
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Trend analysis
5,270

A qualified increase

applications sent
to the mediator in
2017, of which 23%
were admissible

The interpretation of the increase in the number of applications received
in 2017 must however be offset by a considerable increase in the
number of inadmissible cases.
This increased number of applications, which either have not yet been investigated by the appeal body,
or for which the applicant does not justify prior procedures undertaken with the EDF group, even
after reminders, is indeed an observation shared by the other members of the Club of Public Services
Mediators.
This phenomenon, which falls out of the scope of mediation, is open to question. For his part, the EDF
group mediator, who wishes to fully respect his educational role, does however consider these requests
to be an expression of discontent which must be acknowledged and followed up on.

A combination of short-term effects

© EDF - JEAN-LIONEL DIAS

The increase in the volume of redirected cases in 2017 can also be linked to a short-term effect resulting
from the billing of the 2014-2015 tariff adjustment. This once more caused a wave of discontent from customers
affected by this measure, both residential customers and business market customers. Another phenomenon to
be taken into account is the roll-out of Linky, leading to the emergence of new types of disputes.
The weight of the cases concerning the 2014-2015 tariff adjustment may partially explain the drop of 10% in the
average amount in dispute, which has fallen to 1,823 euros. It results in the multiplication of the number of cases
for amounts of less than 100 euros. At the same time, the number of disputes on adjustment bills, for which the amount
can easily exceed 2,000 euros, decreased.
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Trend analysis
A process to smooth
contractual relations

The rebound of applications made via the
Internet

Focus on the search for amicable
agreements

The small number of cases concerning service providers
and subcontractors of the EDF group – around ten
disputes per year, and stable over the years – does
not detract from the importance of their potential
repercussions on the durability of companies who refer
their case to the mediator, nor their financial issues.

An avant-garde initiative, the Internet digital
information platform used to refer claims to the
mediator and follow it up, implemented in 2013
by the EDF group mediator has now proven its worth.
The possibility of referring cases to the mediator via
the Internet is a requirement currently being examined
by the Consumer mediation assessment and control
commission.

76% of the 1,091 cases finalized by the mediator
in 2017 (-13% compared to 2016), were concluded in
less than three months, with the average time being
66 days (+ 6 days compared to 2016).

Bearing in mind the sensitive nature of these cases, such
mediation systematically involves several meetings with
the parties, in cooperation with the Business Mediation
department, if the application is initially made to
the latter. The EDF group mediator is the guarantor
of the alternative resolution process under the seal
of confidentiality. He urges the parties themselves to
formulate solutions that could end the dispute, while
at the same time restoring the climate of trust needed
to resume a trouble-free contractual relationship.
In these cases, the first reaction of the applicant is often
to say “At last, someone is listening!” on entering
mediation. This recurring observation leads the mediator
to think that many disputes could be resolved quickly
if the divisions concerned reacted more quickly, or
even showed simple consideration for the complaint
formulated by the subcontractor.

In 2017, the website mediateur.edf.fr increased its
legibility, in particular through the addition of a specific
entry to consumer mediation as well as through the
reworking of the application form, which has been
made more ergonomic. This change has resulted in an
increase in the share of applications, reaching 44%,
after falling for two years in a row.

This increase in the average processing time is essentially
due to the implementation of a new process giving
preference to the search for an amicable agreement.
This outcome, highly desirable for mediation, has the
consequence of multiplying communication with the
two – or even three in the vast majority of cases – parties
to the dispute.
What's more, the applicant themselves often requests
time to think in order to analyse the conclusions and
proposals they receive.

Although applications by post remain in the majority, as
part of the investigation of the cases, digital exchanges
are becoming increasingly common. As part of the
investigation, the telephone is also a popular means
for listening to and understanding the applicant. The
mediator also pays close attention to applicants who
do not have electronic communication tools.

76%
of cases were concluded
in less than three months
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STRENGTHEN
60%
of disputes concerning the life of the

EDUCATIONAL
EFFORTS
TOWARDS
+ 5%
CUSTOMERS
contract, unchanged for the 4th year running.

of applications filed by business customers, among other things further to the end
of the yellow and green tariffs.
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BREAKDOWN OF APPLICATIONS IN NUMBERS

2017 key figures
FOCUS ON THE LIFE OF THE CONTRACT
Failure to refund

2015

2016

2017

77

69

121

Miscellaneous
Electricity generators
EDF group service providers

704

718

879

50

42

42

Tariffs/Tariff advice/Application of tariffs/Price changes

340

105

558

Life of the contract (meter reading, quality
of customer relations, tariffs, billing)

Problems relating to estimated meter readings - Billing adjustments

504

460

333

Payments

Bill deemed excessive or incorrect

473

495

764

Consumption adjusted further to a meter malfunction

769

923

754

Network operation (works, entry into
service, connections, applicationable
losses, quality of supply)

37

53

24

Contract subscription/termination
Quality of relations with the clients/Reception/Customer information

Consumption adjusted further to a fraudulent act

Commercial action

Structural works (lines, substations,
tree pruning)

2014

2015

2016

2017

10

13

5

5

56

79

42

62

8

10

6

6

39

18

42

24

2,878

2,954

1,141

1,251

601
58

614

2,865

3,475

1,143

904

620

54

692

81

102

2015

2016

2017

APPLICATIONS CONCERNING NATURAL GAS SUPPLY CONTRACTS
BREAKDOWN OF APPLICATIONS AS A %
2014
111

101

98

81

78

79
Redirected
applications

29

2012

48

2013

38

2014

41

2015

29

2016

27

2017

Admissible
applications

Miscellaneous

0

N/S

N/S

N/S

Electricity generators

1

2

1

1

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

1

N/S

1

N/S

EDF group service providers
Commercial action

2017 saw a significant drop in the number of requests from business customers and linked to
payment problems, more specifically payment facility requests, down 46%. However, the mediator
questions the large number of payments – over 200 – that continue to reach its service directly each
year, despite the modifications made to the text on the bills.
Regarding business customers, the majority of disputes continue to relate to the contract and billing,
those relating to quality of supply decreased by 49% compared to 2016.

Life of the contract (meter reading, quality
of customer relations, tariffs, billing)

60
24

Payments
Network operation (works, entry into
service, connections, applicationable
losses, quality of supply)
Structural works (lines, substations,
tree pruning)

59
25
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66
17

13

12

13

13

1

1

2

2
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METER MALFUNCTIONS
Disputes common to residential and business customers
These disputes are characterized by the recurring involvement of three elements: the distributor's reaction time before
intervening, even after the customer has sent them questions and alerts; the very principle of consumption adjustments;
and lastly, the reference bases for the adjustment made.

Customer case

The Mediator's recommendation

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATIONConclusions of the investigation:

© EDF - JODY AMIET

The mediator establishes that the installations of company B. were
commissioned in 2001 with a subscribed capacity of 18 kVA. In 2011,
Company
B.
hires
modular
constructions.
Enedis and company B. come to an agreement
onB.arequested
review oftothe
adjustment.
company
increase
this capacity to 30 kVA. In February 2016,
It is managed by Mr F., who is surprised
Enedis replaced the meter after observing a failure of the voltage sensor.
to receive a bill including a consumption
The mediator emphasizes that between 2008 and 2009, company B. was
using on average 36 kWh per day. Then from July 2009 it fell sharply,
adjustment, which he considers unrelated
to his actual use. To support his application, to below 5 kWh per day, even after the capacity increase in 2011.
After installing the new meter, the consumption registered in
he reports a reduced activity which
February 2017 was equivalent to 58 kWh per day on average.
could justify a reduction in his electricity
With the meter malfunction observed, the mediator confirms that Enedis
consumption.
has grounds for adjusting the consumption, in accordance with the general
terms and conditions of sale and the rules and procedures in force. The
mediator points out that Mr F., as a professional, could have informed his
supplier of the low consumption included in his billing.
He does however consider that Enedis could have been more diligent in
detecting and dealing with the meter malfunction.
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AVAILABLE CAPACITY OVERRUNS
Disputes specific to companies and professionals
Despite the warnings formulated previously by the mediator, this is a recurring subject. While it is true that corrective
actions have been undertaken by the EDF business contract division, they were too recent to have any visible and lasting
effects.
Other reasons for applications from professional customers: damages resulting from situations caused by delays which
affect relations between the supplier and the distributor.

Customer case

The Mediator's recommendation

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

Conclusions of the investigation:

© THINKSTOCK

The mediator notes the warning sent by EDF in
September
2016,
but and
considers
that the
this penalties
should have
Mr.
a novice
waters his cornfor
plots
for the
EDFG,agrees
to farmer,
take responsibility
some
of the capacity
overruns
billed,
to cancel
for
been sent sooner to allow Mr G to avoid or anticipate
first
In April 2016, he chose EDF as his electricity
latetime.
payment.
the capacity overruns billed in July, August and
provider for their expertise and their advice, and
September.
therefore did not question the subscribed capacity.
Capacity overruns appear from the first bills issued
after taking out the contract. The capacity is increased
in September 2016, following a request by Mr G. one
month previously. Mr G wishes to know why he was
not warned, when his provider had told him that such
a system was available.
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AVAILABLE CAPACITY OVERRUNS
Customer
case

The Mediator's
recommendation

Customer
case

Customer
case

The Mediator's
recommendation

The Mediator's
recommendation

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE
MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

Mr
L. took out
a professional
contract
with EDF
Mediation
leads
EDF to agree
to cancel
allseveral
the
years
ago.overrun
Responsible
for a highly seasonal activity, which
capacity
hours.
is
the winter
although without
cancelling
Atsuspended
the sameintime,
the mediator
suggests
that his
electricity
supply acontract,
he is surprised
to see
that overrun
Mr L. contract
new capacity
for next
winter
hours
havetobeen
billed
in November
and December 2016.
in order
avoid
further
overruns.

Mr J. subscribed
overof
thethe
phone
to anEDF
electricity
contract
based on
Given
the benefit
doubt,
Entreprises
refunds
a constant
power
of 102and
kVAthe
withlate
EDFpayment
Entreprises.
They
provided
all
capacity
overruns
fees
charged.
Mr J. with the written elements of the contract by fax. Mr J. states
that he never received the copy of this contract by post.

MrAtD.,
themediator's
manager ofproposal,
a fitness club,
the
theaccepted
provider
the
new electricity its
supply
contract
as a free
acknowledges
failure
to advise.
market
offer made
to him after
the elimination
Its proposal
to refund
the effective
capacity
byoverruns
the publicexperienced
authorities of was
his old
tariff. Since
accepted
by Mr D.
the doubling of the capacity he needed was only
carried out one year after subscribing to this new
contract, Mr D. was billed for power overruns
over a long period of time.

Conclusions of the investigation:
The mediator observes that Enedis replaced the old
meter with a SME-SMI meter, following the metering
decree, on 1st February 2016.
In spite of the absence of any consumption downstream
of the meter (consumption of current transformers), the
capacity overrun hours disputed by Mr L. correspond to
the very low consumption of equipment located on the
metering installation, and are therefore correct. This
low consumption was not recorded on the previousgeneration meters, which were less sensitive than
the SME- SMI type meters.

Noting excessively high bills as from April 2016, Mr J. asks EDF
Entreprises on several occasions for an increase in capacity to a
constant 168 kVA. Furthermore, an amount corresponding to
billing of 10,000 has been taken from Mr J.'s account, without
first informing him.

Conclusions of the investigation:

Conclusions of the investigation:
In its analysis, the mediator checks that the actual subscribed
capacity by Mr J. is 102 kVA, with no overrun in the winter
period. However, Mr. J. states that this capacity is not the one
requested on starting the contract. He specifies that the page
including the detail of the subscribed capacity in the contract
provided by fax is missing. EDF Entreprises is unable to provide
proof of sending the complete version of the contract.

The mediator considers that the provider
should, in view of its obligation to advise
on capacity, react when Mr D. took out
the contract, and that their reaction was
therefore insufficient.
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THE END OF REGULATED TARIFFS
Persistent complaints
In 2017, the end of regulated electricity sales tariffs for customers taking out a contract for the supply of a power exceeding
36 kVA remains a source of disputes for various reasons, from the observation by the customer of anomalies in the bills
related to transitional offers or free market offers through to misunderstandings which block relations.

Customer case

The Mediator's recommendation

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

Conclusions of the investigation:

© EDF - JEAN-LIONEL DIAS

The mediator’s investigation reveals that no overrun
was
registered on
the contract
in the
Yellowsome
Tariff.
In
earlymediation
2016, Mrs D.,
ownerup
of these
a holiday
cottage,
After
cleared
misunderstandings,
a commercial
gesture
is made,
covering
of the
It also highlights that Mrs D. was informed, during
takes
out aincurred
“Free market
offer”
expenses
by Mrs
D.,contract
agreedfor
by EDF.
communication with EDF, that the change in capacity
her electricity supply, replacing the Yellow Tariff
in winter was not possible, and that a switch to the
contract she had had until then.
Blue Tariff should be considered.
After being billed for a capacity overrun in winter,
Noting that Mrs D. has several connections and contracts
she calls on several occasions to request an increased
for her holiday cottage, some with the residential
capacity from her provider, which informs her that this
customers division and other with the business customers
operation is not possible.
division, the mediator understands that the paralysis
of the situation is the result of a series of mutual
misunderstandings.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRICITY GENERATORS
Ambiguities in the “P+Q” situation
The investigation of cases concerning the conditions for the purchase of electricity generated by the photovoltaic plants involves
two parties:
> As
 a one-stop shop, Enedis gathers all the elements relating to the request to connect the installation to the network and to
the tariff which will be applied, in regard to the texts relating to the obligation to purchase,
> EDF

Obligation d’Achat (obligation to purchase) (EDF OA), which, based on the requests sent to it, declares whether they are
eligible for the obligation to purchase and the contractual conditions.
In practice, applicants sometimes consider, in good faith, that the approval given by Enedis also applies for the preferential tariff
established by the texts on the obligation to purchase. Hence the disappointment when EDF OA makes its decision and considers
that this tariff does not meet the conditions established by the texts, when expenses, often considerable, have already been
incurred.
The vast majority of requests received in 2017 continue to relate to the “P+Q” situation: the question involves determining
whether or not the new installation should be considered an extension of an existing installation.

Customer case

The Mediator's recommendation
© EDF - LAURENT VAUTRIN

SUBJECT
OF THE APPLICATION
THE MEDIATOR'S
RECOMMENDATION
In
March clearer
2016, the
town of P. to
provides
Enediscandidates
with the files
to position
photovoltaic
on a school
Provide
information
generator
onneeded
the respective
roles
of Enedisinstallations
and EDF OA,
and
buildings.
The town of P. anticipates that the cost of these investments should quickly be covered by the
fromadjacent
the start
of the project.
advantages of the tariff anticipated as part of the obligation to purchase this type of energy. With Enedis considering
that the files submitted are complete, the town takes out a loan. In March 2017, the financial balance of the operation is
jeopardized by a decision from EDF OA, which indicates that given the configuration conditions for the premises imposed
by the texts, the tariff for purchasing the energy produced cannot be the tariff expected by the town.
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© EDF - LAURENT VAUTRIN

4,804 applications addressed to the EDF
group mediator, a drop of roughly 3% compared
to 2015.

PRIORITIES FOR
28%
2018

of cases were admissible, exactly the
same percentage as in the previous year.
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MEDIATOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS

A move towards mutual trust
RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS FOR 2018 VIS-À-VIS EDF'S BUSINESS CUSTOMERS DIVISION
>	
Support

the roll-out of Linky by providing further information and education on the actions following
the installation of a smart meter:

- take into account customers with a three-phase installation,
- take into account and support customers on the tempo tariff,
- examine the opportunity to provide advice on tariffs when installing the Linky meter.
>	
Strengthen
>	
Continue

and promote services to warn customers of contracted capacity overruns.

with actions to improve response times to complaints.

>	
Monitor

messages conveyed by advisers when presenting contracts (information on prices, on conditions
for termination of the contract).

>	
Monitor

the acknowledgement of payments, in particular cheques.

RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS FOR 2018 VIS-À-VIS ENEDIS
>	
Strengthen

the information and education aimed at customers prior to installing the Linky meter and
as part of the meter replacement intervention.

© EDF - AGNES JANIN

>	
Monitor

the services of subcontractors involved in rolling out Linky and reinforce training actions.

>	
Improve

processing times: responses to complaints and implementation of amicable agreements reached
during mediation.

>	
Monitor

messages conveyed by technicians involved in checking meters, and improve the tracing of
intervention and control reports.

>	
Monitor

the registration of meters in the information system and carry out preventive actions to avoid
meter switching.

>	
Continue

with procedures to ensure smoother relations with the provider.
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MEDIATOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Follow-up of recommendations made in 2016
In his 2016 annual report, the mediator issued warnings and recommendations for improvements intended for EDF's business customers division and for Enedis. In 2017,
the Group mediator and their managers took stock of what action had been taken further to these recommendations and of the related action plans.
The information below has been provided by the Group's divisions and subsidiaries.

FOLLOW-UP OF ACTIONS RECOMMENDED FOR EDF'S SALES DIVISION FOR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
1. CURTAIL AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF COMPLAINTS HANDLING
>

>

EDF Entreprises has improved the handling of complaints by
following up monthly on the “rate of complaints handled
within 7 days” indicator and the new tool to measure customer
satisfaction on-the-spot, in particular on the response provided
following a complaint.
E DF Entreprises also agrees to better inform its customers of the
status of the handling of their request, so personalized mails
are sent on acceptance and the SMS channel is available to
inform the customer of the progress of their request.

3. 
PLACE THE BILLING OF FREE MARKET CONTRACTS UNDER
OBSERVATION
>

SOLUTIONS

FOR

WARNING

CUSTOMERS

>

To receive warnings before the bill, a paid-for service is available.
From a web interface, customers can monitor their consumption
on a daily or weekly basis and can configure customized
warnings.

WHO

OVERRUN THEIR SUBSCRIBED CAPACITIES OR SHOW SIGNIFICANT
FLUCTUATIONS IN THEIR CONSUMPTION
>

A
 warning for fluctuations in consumption is included in
contracts greater than 36 kVA. When the excess consumption
threshold is greater than 20% compared to the comparable
period for the previous year, the warning is sent automatically
to the customer after issuing the bill.

>

A
 warning for available capacity overruns is also included in
contracts greater than 36 kVA. It is triggered when the penalty
for exceeding the delivery power represents more than 10%

MORE PARTICULARLY BY CLEARLY INDICATING THE COMPONENTS
OF THE TURPE*

O
 n free market offers at separate prices, EDF Entreprises
proposes sending the customer, alongside the contract,
a commercial summary stating all components of the contract,
and in particular an estimate of the delivery cost.

A
 set of mechanisms have been put in place to improve the
management of billing of free market contracts, like a new tool
used to monitor and secure each stage in the process, from the
subscription through to billing of the customers.

4. 
PROPOSE

2. IMPROVE THE PRESENTATION OF FREE MARKET OFFER PRICES,

>

of the total amount of the site bill exc. tax. It is generated
automatically after issuing of the bill and sent to the customer.

*TURPE: Tarif d’Utilisation des Réseaux Publics d’Electricité
(tariffs for the use of public electricity networks).
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MEDIATOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS
FOLLOW-UP OF ACTIONS RECOMMENDED TO ENEDIS

1. 
HANDLE CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS ABOUT MALFUNCTIONING
METERS BETTER, PARTICULARLY IN THE EVENT OF FLUCTUATIONS
IN ACTIVITY
>

T he methods for handling malfunctioning meters already
include the elements that the consumer can provide to Enedis,
factual and detailed elements affecting the consumption of
the period to be adjusted (for example: transport pass, leasing
agreement, insulation work and other balance sheets for
activities on a professional customer's premises). For Enedis, this
need to strengthen this type of communication during calls to
the customer was perceived and brought to light during cases
subject to mediation.

2. CLOSELY MONITOR THE TRACKING OF METER CHANGES IN THE IT
SYSTEM
>

F or a long time now, each change of meter scheduled and
completed is updated in the IT systems. This secure update has
also proven its worth in the roll-out of smart meters, involving
the replacement of 35 million meters. However, for certain
specific situations, during emergency troubleshooting in which
it proves necessary to change the meter, Enedis has provided
a reminder to closely monitor the tracking of this change, and
the same for renovations.

3. 
RAISE AWARENESS AMONG TECHNICIANS IN CHARGE OF
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS ABOUT WHAT MESSAGE TO CONVEY
TO CUSTOMERS (IN PARTICULAR WHEN INSPECTING OR CHANGING
METERS)
>

T he technician is the best advert for Enedis. In the changing
context of the energy market, Enedis continues to train its
technicians to make them completely at ease in their quest

to ensure excellent relations with their customers. Enedis
undertakes this project through a training programme.

performing its role of distributor. Holding the email or telephone
contact details means Enedis can easily contact the customer to
inform them of an intervention, a change of appointment or that
they will be calling by to read the meter, or of an interruption
in service due to works. Experience has shown that customers
appreciate this method of communication. We must continue
this quest for fluidity, in ad-hoc committees with suppliers,
to ensure optimum satisfaction for our mutual customers.

4. CONTINUE ADAPTING GOODWILL GESTURES FOR CUSTOMERS TO
MATCH THE LOSS SUFFERED, IN CASE OF ESTABLISHED ERROR OR
MALFUNCTION
>

E nedis has made “goodwill gestures for customers” a genuine
company policy which all employees responsible for customer
relations can use to recognize a malfunction, present the
company’s apologies and allocate a sum of compensation for the
inconvenience suffered. The first review of this year shows that
the whole country has adopted this measure and is continuing
with the adaptation concerned. Approximately 8,000 customers
have received a goodwill gesture.

>

Concerning the responses expected from suppliers following
additional requests from the distributor Enedis, the vast majority
of these receive no response from the supplier. We must continue
this quest for fluidity, in ad-hoc committees with suppliers,
to ensure optimum satisfaction for our mutual customers.

5. INTENSIFY THE CLOSE SUPERVISION OF METER PROGRAMMING
OPERATIONS
>

T he schedule for rolling out the smart meter will secure this
programming, which is currently carried out by sending the
signal used to switch consumption to the off-peak times tariff,
respecting the contract. In the future, for all of the 35 million
meters, Enedis will be able to program the meter remotely
based on the services provided by the suppliers such as weekend
hours, for example, as already offered by one operator.

6. 
CONTINUE ENHANCING COMMUNICATIONS WITH SUPPLIERS,
MORE PARTICULARLY CONCERNING RESPONSES TO REQUESTS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RELEVANT CUSTOMER DATA
EXPECTED FROM SUPPLIERS (E-MAIL, MOBILE PHONE NUMBER)
>

A
 ccess by Enedis to customer data sent by the suppliers represents
the guarantee that the company will respect customers when
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“The chosen arbitrator is an amicable
mediator, not a rigorous judge.”

PRINCIPLES
& VALUES

Fénelon • Télémaque (1699)
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© EDF

The Club of Public Service Mediators, formed as an association, brings
together consumer mediators, government departments, public-sector
companies and local authorities in charge of public services. They
practise mediation with and between the parties to reach an amicable
solution founded on law and fairness.

THE CHARTER OF
PUBLIC SERVICE
MEDIATORS

Moreover, they make wide-ranging recommendations with a view to
encourage good practices in the relations with the public concerned.

For consumer
rights to mediation
to be effective,
the outcomes of
mediation cases
must be impartial
and objective.

These mediation cases, free of charge for the applicants and directly
accessible as soon as internal alternatives have been exhausted, comply with
the principles set out in the current Charter for Public Service Mediators.
This Charter is the ethical foundation of the mediation as practised
by the members of the Club of Public Services Mediators (hereafter the
“mediator(s)”).
Mediation is a structured process whereby natural persons or legal entities
attempt voluntarily and with the help of the mediator to reach an out-of-court
settlement of their dispute.
The mediator is a competent and independent third party who is not involved in the
dispute. His ethics are underpinned by the values set out in this charter. He is competent
in the areas he deals with in mediation processes. He updates and perfects his theory and
practice of mediation through on-the-job training, more particularly as part of the Club.
The mediator is attached to respect and careful listening to people so that the parties can set
aside their dispute and find a solution.
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PRINCIPLES & VALUES

VALUES OF THE CLUB MEDIATOR

PRINCIPLES APPLYING TO THE MEDIATION PROCESS

These values guarantee the independence, neutrality and
impartiality of the mediator.

Mediators who are members of the Club undertake to conduct
their mediation in accordance with the following principles:

Independence

Fairness

The Mediator is independent vis-à-vis any outside influence.

When an opinion is issued by the Mediator, it is founded in
law and fairness. It must take into account the specific context
of each case and particularly where strict application of the law
produces disproportionate or manifestly unjust effects.

They receive no directive from anyone.
Their independence is guaranteed by the means available to them,
their appointment, the conditions of exercise and the duration of
their mandate.
They undertake to refuse, suspend or terminate mediation if the
conditions of independence strike them as not or no longer being
met.

Transparency
The mediator ensures transparency of their activity and, in particular,
they provide information:
>

c oncerning their field of competence in a broad and
accessible manner, particularly on their website and on that
of the Club de Médiateurs de Services au Public (Club of Public
services Mediators).

>

to the public in a clear and comprehensive manner
regarding the values and principles of mediation as well as the
conditions under which the process takes place.

>

 n the effects of mediation, including, where appropriate,
o
on the suspension of applicable limitation periods and the fact
that applicants retain their right to go to court.

Neutrality
The mediator is neutral: their opinion is neither influenced nor
guided by considerations external to the demands of the parties.

Impartiality
The mediator is impartial in respect of the parties for the duration
of the mediation. They abstain from all situations creating any
conflict of interest.

A free service
Application to mediation is free of charge for applicants.

Confidentiality
The mediation process is free for applicants. Before the mediation
gets under way, the mediator shall ensure that the parties have
accepted the principles of a hearing of all parties and the
confidentiality obligations incumbent upon them.

Effectiveness
The mediator undertakes to promptly to all requests, take the
mediation process through to conclusion and ensure its high
standard.

The mediator publishes a detailed annual report on their activity.
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MEMBERS OF THE CLUB OF PUBLIC SERVICES MEDIATORS
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the French
Association of Financial Companies
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for Businesses
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for health insurance
of independent workers
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the Financial Markets Authority
_______________________________________________
The Insurance Mediator
_______________________________________________
The BNP Paribas Mediator for customers
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for France 2 and France 3
_______________________________________________
The Mediator of France Télévisions programmes
_______________________________________________
The Engie Group Mediator
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the Caisse des Dépôts Group
_______________________________________________

The La Poste Group Mediator
The Mediator of La Banque Postale
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for Electronic Communications
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the economic and financial ministries
_______________________________________________

The Water Mediator
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the Mutualité Sociale Agricole
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for e-commerce of the FEVAD
(French association of e-commerce and distance selling)
_______________________________________________

The Energy Ombudsman
_______________________________________________

The EDF Group Mediator
_______________________________________________

The National Mediator of Pôle Emploi
(the French employment agency)
_______________________________________________

The Mediator for National Education
and Higher Education
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of RATP
(Paris city transport authority)
_______________________________________________

The Mediator of the Île-de-France Regional Council
_______________________________________________
The SNCF Mobilités Mediator
_______________________________________________
The Tourism and Travel Ombudsman
_______________________________________________
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HOW TO REFER A
CASE TO THE EDF
GROUP MEDIATOR?

Application procedure
- Cover photo: © EDF - JEAN-LIONEL DIAS

The mediator is your last resort within the EDF group to settle a persistent dispute with a division or subsidiary of the group out
of court. He is never your first point of contact. Before contacting him, make sure you have received a letter from the national
Service from an EDF group entity, division or subsidiary.
If their reply is unsatisfactory, you can then refer the case to the mediator:
By writing to EDF Group Mediator - TSA 50026 - 75804 Paris Cedex 08
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EDF SA
22-30 avenue de Wagram
75382 Paris cedex 08 - France
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552 081 317 R.C.S. Paris

This report is available in French on our web site: mediateur.edf.fr
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